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QUESTION 1

Your company processes a large number of work orders each day. The company wants to ensure the high priority work
orders are dealt with immediately. 

You need to configure the schedule board so that bookings are easily visible to the dispatchers. 

How can you configure Dynamics Field Services to increase booking visibility? 

A. Configure a work order type for high priority issues, to help categorize high priority work order records. 

B. Configure an Incident type for high priority incidents on work order records. 

C. Configure the status color for a booking status record, to identify high priority work order records. 

D. Configure a priority record to allow you to identify high priority work order records. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

You work for a recycling company that provides customers with large compactor units to collect their recyclable
materials. The compactor units are comprised of two separate components: a container to collect the recyclable
materials and a 

separate component that compacts the recyclable materials to make them easier to transport. 

These containers are expensive, and the components tend to break down frequently, requiring ongoing maintenance
and repairs. 

You need to easily track the containers that your company has at each client location and maintain a service history for
each of the sub-components. 

A. Configure the customer asset records hierarchically, and maintain service history at the sub-component level. 

B. Configure the customer inventory records individually, in order to maintain the service history at the parent
component level. 

C. Configure the customer inventory records in a hierarchy, and maintain service history at the sub-component level. 

D. Configure the customer asset records hierarchically, and maintain service history at the service account level. 

Correct Answer: A 

References: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/customer-engagement/field-service/configure-set-up-
customer-assets 

 

QUESTION 3

DRAG DROP 
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Your organization wants to use the Field Service Mobile App for technicians in the field. 

You need to install the solution, so it can be configured for mobile technicians. 

What are the four steps you need to perform, in sequence, to ensure the mobile solution is ready for configuration and
deployment? To answer, move the appropriate actions from the list of actions to the answer area and arrange them in
the 

correct order. 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 
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References: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/customer-engagement/field-service/install-field-
service#download-the-field-service-mobile-app-on-a-phone-or-tablet 

 

QUESTION 4

You are a Dynamics 365 for Field Service Administrator. 

You need to add two compressor sub-components to one of the refrigerator customer assets, in the environment and
set up the sub-components for the customer asset. 

What must you do to properly set up the assets? 

A. Add the compressor sub-components as sub-assets on the refrigerator customer asset record. 

B. Click View Hierarchy on the refrigerator customer asset record. 

C. Set the Master Asset on the sub-components to the refrigerator Customer Asset record. 

D. Add the compressor sub-components as customer asset records. 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 5

DRAG DROP 

There are certain steps a Field Service Manager must take for RMA approval, and then for creating an RMA receipt. 

Which steps pertain to RMA Approval and which steps pertain to RMA Receipts? To answer, drag RMA Approval or
RMA Receipts to the appropriate steps. RMA Approval and RMA Receipts may be used once, more than once, or not at
an. 

You may need to drag the split bar between panes or scroll to view the content. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 
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References: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/customer-engagement/field-service/process-return 

 

QUESTION 6

You are a Dynamics 365 for Field Service consultant. 

One of your Dynamics 365 customers wants to decrease the number of repair appointments by sending fewer
technicians onsite. 

You need to provide a recommendation of which solution your customer should use to achieve their request. 

What should you recommend? 

A. Azure IoT Hub 

B. Connected Field Service 

C. Dynamics 365 for Field Service 

D. Crew Scheduling 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 7

DRAG DROP 

You are a Dynamics 365 for Field Service Administrator. You are working with your company\\'s scheduling team on
requirements for a new schedule board view. 

The team needs a schedule board view where they only see work orders with a priority of Critical. 
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Which three steps should you perform, in sequence, to meet their need? To answer, move the appropriate actions from
the list of actions to the answer area and arrange them in the correct order. 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 
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QUESTION 8

DRAG DROP 

You are a Dynamics 365 for Field Service administrator. Your company only uses contractors as Bookable Resources.
The contractors are not licensed Dynamics 365 users. 

The scheduling team books work orders to resources based on location. The team provides you with scenarios because
many resources are not showing up in the scheduling assistant. 

You need to update bookable resource records based on the provided scenarios. 

Which address type should you use with each scenario? To answer, drag the appropriate address type to the
appropriate scenario. Each address type may be used one, more than once, or not at all. You may need to drag the split
bar 

between panes or scroll to view the content. 
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NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 

References: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/learn/modules/configure-bookable-resources-urs-dynamics-field-
service/3-define-bookable-resources 

 

QUESTION 9

You are a Dynamics 365 for Field Service Mobile (FSM) customizer. 

Technicians report that they are not seeing their Bookings in the FSM app. 

You need to investigate why they cannot see their bookings. 
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What are three actions you must take to perform your investigation? Each correct answer presents a complete solution. 

A. Check Drip Scheduling setting on the Bookable Resource. 

B. Check sync filter on Bookable Resource Booking View. 

C. Check if sync filter on Bookable Resource entity is too restrictive for offline mode. 

D. Check that FSM app is synching to server. 

E. Check if sync filter on Bookable Resource Booking entity is too restrictive for offline mode. 

Correct Answer: ACE 

References: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/customer-engagement/field-service/mobile-faq-bookings-not-
showing 

 

QUESTION 10

DRAG DROP 

You are a Dynamics 365 for Field Service Administrator. 

You are setting up a new Incident Type. There are no service tasks or products created that are related to this incident. 

Which seven actions should you perform in sequence to add these services? To answer, move the appropriate actions
from the list of actions to the answer area and arrange them in the correct order. 

NOTE: More than one order of answer choices is correct. You will receive credit for any of the correct orders you select. 

Select and Place: 
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Correct Answer: 
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References: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/customer-engagement/field-service/configure-incident-
types 
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